Designed as the highest quality waterway trip planner on the Internet. The Waterway Explorer is a map-based website application that uses different views including charts, street and satellite with overlaid content relevant to boaters.

Waterway Explorer provides 5 different icons that overlay on the maps. These icons are known as modes.

Guide Menu
Shows Editions and Chapters based on your location. Select a different guidebook or chapter from the drop-down menus.

Info Pane with details
There are over **3,700** Marinas in our database!

All marinas are shown in the **Waterway Explorer**. We use their latitude and longitude to present their specific locations in an easy to find format, complete with hundreds of data points for each.

**Select an icon**
For a pop-up box with basic information and a complete listing link with all the information you need to make your plans.

**A Marina Comparison chart**
Links to an easy reference interface of features and amenities.
Anchorages are shown in the Waterway Explorer that have been visited, tested and published by on-the-water cruising editors, staff and selected contributors. To reduce clutter and confusion, we provide a single symbol to represent an anchorage area.

Thousands of Anchorages

Anchorages are shown in the Waterway Explorer that have been visited, tested and published by on-the-water cruising editors, staff and selected contributors. To reduce clutter and confusion, we provide a single symbol to represent an anchorage area.

Select Complete Anchorage Listing

Select an icon

Leave a review for others to read
Waterway Guide has been publishing Bridge and Lock information for 70 years!

We display Bridges and Locks in Waterway Explorer as overlays on our mapping architecture. These details are important in order to time your arrival to bridge openings and meet the schedules at locks.

Select Complete Lock Listing

For more in-depth information

Select an icon

For a pop-up box that displays important & concise information.

Leave comments for others to read
Navigation Alerts are posted daily in the Waterway Explorer!

Our editors and research team review the Federal Register, Coast Guard Notices to Mariners, Army Corps of Engineers updates and other documentation to report and maintain the list of hazards, notifications and other information about the waterways we cover.

Select an icon
For a pop-up box that displays important & concise information.

Select Complete Nav Alert Listing
For more detailed information

Leave comments for others to read
Fuel Prices are posted regularly in the Waterway Explorer!

Our staff calls marinas and updates the listings or the marinas post their prices. Either way, we do our best to keep the information fresh so boaters get the information they want—when they want it.

Select an icon
Icons for prices or directions to call the marina and a pop-up box that displays the fuel prices and other data.

Info Pane reveals details
Blue for Diesel / Orange for Gas
Waterway Explorer has ratings and reviews. See what others say about Marinas, Anchorages, Bridges/Locks and Navigation Alerts!

No stars indicate that this marina is awaiting a review.

Yellow stars indicate the rating that this marina got from reviewers.

Be the first to review and rate – or add your comments to the list!

- Fill out the review form and post your rating
- No log in required
- No private information shared

Waterway Guide staff and editors validate and verify postings and content to ensure accuracy.